From DRAFT RESOLUTIONS FOR THE FIFTH
CONGRESS OF THE R.S.D.L.P.
4. THE INTENSIFICATION OP MASS DESTITUTION
AND OP THE ECONOMIC STRUGGLE

Whereas:
1. a number of facts testify to the extreme intensification of destitution among the proletariat and also of its
economic struggle (the lock-out in Poland, the movement
among the workers of St. Petersburg and Ivanovo-Voznesensk against the high cost of living, the extensive strike
movement in the Moscow industrial area, the urgent calls
of the trade union organisations to prepare for an intense
struggle, etc.);
2. all signs go to show that these various manifestations
of the economic struggle are accumulating to such an extent
that there is every reason to expect mass economic action
all over the country, involving far larger sections of the
proletariat than before;
3. the whole history of the Russian revolution shows
that all the powerful upsurges of the revolutionary movement began only on the basis of such mass economic movements ;
This conference declares:
1. that all Party organisations must pay most serious
attention to these curcumstances, collect fuller information
about them, and that this question should be put on the
agenda of the Fifth Party Congress;
2. that the greatest possible number of Party members
must be concentrated on economic agitation among the
masses;
3. that this economic movement must be regarded as
the main source and foundation of the entire revolutionary
crisis that is developing in Russia.
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5. NON-PARTY WORKERS' ORGANISATIONS
AND THE ANARCHO-SYNDICALIST
TREND AMONG THE PROLETARIAT

Whereas:
1. in connection with Comrade Axelrod's agitation for
a non-party labour congress, a trend (represented by Larin, Shcheglo, El, Ivanovsky, Mirov, and the Odessa publication Osvobozhdeniye Truda) has appeared in the ranks
of the R.S.D.L.P., the aim of which is to destroy the SocialDemocratic Labour Party and to set up in its place a nonparty political organisation of the proletariat 23 ;
2. besides this, outside of and actually against the Party,
anarcho-syndicalist agitation is being carried on among the
proletariat, using this same slogan of a non-party labour
congress and non-party organisations (Soyuznoye
Dyelo
and its group in Moscow, the anarchist press in Odessa,
etc.);
3. notwithstanding the resolution passed by the November All-Russia Conference of the R.S.D.L.P., a series of
disruptive actions has been observed in our Party, with
the object of setting up non-party organisations;
4. on the other hand, the R.S.D.L.P. has never renounced
its intention of utilising certain non-party organisations, such as the Soviets of Workers' Deputies, in periods
of more or less intense revolutionary upheaval, to extend
Social-Democratic influence among the working class and
to strengthen the Social-Democratic labour movement (see
the September resolutions of the St. Petersburg Committee
and the Moscow Committee on the labour congress, in
Proletary Nos. 3 and 4) ;
5. the incipient revival creates the opportunity to organise
or utilise non-party representative working-class institutions, such as Soviets of Workers' Deputies, Soviets of
Workers' Delegates, etc., for the purpose of developing the
Social-Democratic movement; at the same time the SocialDemocratic Party organisations must bear in mind that if
Social-Democratic activities among the proletarian masses
are property, effectively and widely organised, such institutions may actually become superfluous;
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This conference declares:
1. that a most determined ideological struggle must be
waged against the anarcho-syndicalist movement among
the proletariat and against Aselrod's and Larin's ideas in
the Social-Democratic Party;
2. that a most determined struggle must be waged against
all disruptive and demagogic attempts to weaken the
R.S.D.L.P. from within or to utilise it for the purpose of
substituting non-party political, proletarian organisations
for the Social-Democratic Party;
3. that Social-Democratic Party organisations may, in
case of necessity, participate in inter-party Soviets of Workers' Delegates, Soviets of Workers' Deputies, and in congresses of representatives of these organisations, and may
organise such institutions, provided this is done on strict
Party lines for the purpose of developing and strengthening
the Social-Democratic Labour Party;
4. that for the purpose of extending and strengthening
the influence of the Social-Democratic Party among the
broad masses of the proletariat, it is essential, on the one
hand, to increase efforts to organise trade unions and conduct Social-Democratic propaganda and agitation within
them, and, on the other hand, to draw still larger sections
of the working class into the activities of all types of Party
organisations.
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